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ABOUT
Doge Dash is a play-to-earn gaming and NFT ecosystem utilizing the
$DOGEDASH token built on the Binance Smart Chain.

"Crypto Gaming Made Easy"
... is our ethos; we want to simplify play-to-earn gaming to attract the 99% of
the world’s population that isn’t currently in the crypto space.
We’ve rebuilt crypto gaming from the ground
up with a familiar arcade-style approach in mind.
The ever expanding ecosystem consists of games, NFTs, merchandise,
staking and much more.
2022 is set to be our biggest year yet as we develop more games and move
into the Metaverse.

GAMEPLAY
Doge Dash features 10 fun, fast paced levels with the degree of difficulty
increasing as the player progresses. Players must dash over and under
platforms, monsters and even a zombie infested city to reach the Dog House
and complete the game.

There are 3 difficulty settings, "Easy", "Medium" and "Elite".
"Easy" grants the players 3x lives with a max reward of 1,000 coins, "Medium" 2x
lives with a max reward of 3,000 and for the pro gamer there is "Elite" mode
which offers a max reward of 10,000 coins but with only 1x Life.

If a player completes the game by reaching
the dog house at the end of level 10 the
collected coins are available to be claimed
to their crypto wallet and tradeable
instantly. Simple

NFT COLLECTION
Doge Dash NFTs act as skins in the game and also grant holders unique in-game
"Super Powers" plus entry to exclusive online events.
The collection features six "Super Powers"

There are an additional 25 Ultra Rare 1:1 NFTs based on pop-culture and gaming
icons including Mario, Batman and Spiderman. All of which combine all the
"Super Powers" mentioned above

TOKEN UTILITY
#DOGEDASH is the ecosystem and game's native currency. Used to
purchase lives and earned in the form of rewards.
There is a 5% Tax on each transaction, designed to provide an ever
replenished budget for marketing and a deflationary total supply

Marketing:
2% of each transaction is spent
directly on marketing to increase
brand awareness

Deflationary:
3% of each transaction is burned so
that the coins in your wallet
become more valuable over time

FUTURE GAMES

We believe that play-to-earn gaming is the future of crypto, our goal is to
create a library of A+ titles that cater to each and every gamer. “Doge Dash”
will be our flagship debut project followed closely in Q2 2022 by its 3D
sequel ingenuously titled “Doge Dash 3D”.
Late summer of 2022 will see the unveiling of “Doge Kart” a “Mario Kart”
inspired multiplayer racing game where players can compete online against
other holders using their very own NFT karts to earn DogeDash rewards .
The trilogy of games will help us reach a wider audience through a series of
genre defining crypto games all built on the $DOGEDASH token.

METAVERSE

2022 will be the year that sees Doge Dash find a home in the Metaverse.
We are currently in the process of acquiring land in Sandbox which will house
“Dogeworld”. A world where our community can experience the whole Doge
Dash eco-system in one place. With games, NFTs, merchandise and even
experiential events all under one roof.
Dogeworld will be the epicenter of the brand, an ecosystem that allows
holders to use their $DOGEDASH tokens to buy and sell products and services.

ROADMAP
2022

2021

Q1 2022

Fiat On-Ramp
Trust Wallet Integration
Leaderboard
NFT Integration
Mobile App Monetization

Token Launch
Game Launch
NFT Collection
Exchange listings

Q2 2022

Doge Dash 3D
3D NFT Collection
Marketplace

Q3 2022

DogeKart Game
Kart NFTs
Cross-Chain Integration

Q4 2022

Sandbox Metaverse "Dogeworld"

CORE TEAM

SOFIA GARRETON
BRAND AMBASSADOR

STEPHEN HAMILTON
CTO

SAM LUCYK
LEAD GAME DEV

Doge Dash is the brainchild of award-winning and Grammy nominated Creative
Director Paul Caslin
Paul heads up a team of the worlds best game and blockchain developers and
marketing specialists focused on bringing the Doge Dash game and token to life.
Always at the cutting edge of new technology Paul and the team plan to
revolutionize the crypto Gaming space and bring it to a mainstream audience.

CONCLUSION
Doge Dash is an answer to the question of how crypto games and ecosystems can
emerge with mass adoption from both a crypto and wider mainstream audience.
Doge Dash has become an integral part of the BSC stack of apps and games. We
will work tirelessly to provide a fun, entertaining, challenging, and rewarding
experience for everyone involved.

www.dogedash.com

